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Staunton Community Unit School District #6 Expects Everyone’s Best
*LEAD *CHALLENGE *ACHIEVE

January 4, 2022

Dear District #6 Families,

Prior to the holiday break, I sent a letter to you expressing my concerns with the District’s ability
to remain operational if the number of COVID-19 infections continued to rise.  Since the time of
that letter, the public health situation has continued to deteriorate as a result of the presence of
the Omicron variant.  However, at this time, Staunton CUSD #6 plans to begin the new semester
with onsite instruction tomorrow morning.

While the IDPH has adopted the updated CDC guidance, Illinois school districts are excepted
from the changes and must continue to follow the current IDPH COVID-19 School Guidance
as required by the Governor’s Executive Order 2021-25, IDPH’s Emergency Rules, and IDPH
and ISBE’s Joint Guidance on excluding individuals from schools. Action by ISBE or IDPH to
amend the requirements for schools is possible, and we will report out any changes if and when
they are announced.

Therefore, the Macoupin County Public Health Department (MCPHD) will now issue five (5)
day isolation and quarantine orders.  However, according to IDPH’s statements, the agency is
still recommending the use of the current school guidance to determine exclusion decisions.  For
your information, the recommendations still call for a student who tested positive or a student
considered a close contact to be excluded for “at least 10 calendar days from onset of
symptoms.”

Please refer to the Decision Tree for Excluding Symptomatic Individuals from Pre-K, K-12
Schools and Day Care Programs.

In addition to maintaining onsite instruction, the District is also making every effort to ensure
extra and co-curricular activities remain in operation.  However, this is a day-to-day challenge.
If required to remain operational, the District will institute attendance restrictions.  Again, this is
not a decision we would take lightly, but it remains a possibility.

Finally, I want to thank you for your patience and continued support during this difficult time.
We are aware of the impact these disruptions cause, and we will make every effort to ensure
student safety.
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Michael J. Kelly
Interim Superintendent
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